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Students organize
HELPline
I

By TZENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
An organization of concerned students on campus have formed a
professional referral service HELPline in Room 128 of Rowan Hall.
Dr. Bascam Woodward, vice
president of student affairs, and
Dean Miriam Higginbotham, dean
of housing, initially wanted a program for alcoholism on campus.
Higginbotham contacted Dawn
Davenport, executive for Prevention of Substance Abuse in Anniston,
who arranged a meeting open to.all
students to discuss sex, drugs, parents, money and any other problems students encounter.
A massive turnout of 'students
met with Davenport and Higginbottan~on January 8 in the library
and expressed their major concerns. Basically, the group decided
that the University needed an organization to help give information
to students for referrals to professional help, according to Audrey
Phillips, a volunteer HELPline
worker.
Dean Higginbotham arranged for
Room 128 of Rowan Hall to become
the office. The room is equipped
with one phone, two desks, and two
chairs. Two people will be on duty at
all times to man the phone from 5 to
10 p.m. After this time, all calls will
be automatically transferred to

whoever is on duty that night. At 8
a.m., all calls will be transferred
back to Davenport a t the Prevention
Center.
"This is strictly a referral service, not a counseling service. Any
problem that you can think of from
not having money to eat or pay bills
all
the
way
to suicide,"Higginbotham said.
Because the service is free to all
students, the workers involved with
HELP are all on a strictly volunteer
basis. The majority of the professionals the callers are referred to
are already paid by the state and
others have volunteered to render
free services and full cooperation.
However, paid professionals will be
made available, also.
"The students working with
HELP are doing this strictly for the
satisfaction," Phillips said.
The training sessions for the
HELP volunteers began last week.
-Dr. Joe Howell, a psychologist from
Family Practice in Anniston, and
John Cosper from Crisis Line in
Birmingham, are training the volunteers how to handle different crisis
situations and the problems of the
logistics involved. For instance,
how to spot a crank call from a real
crisis.
"If someone calls with a real
problem, getting a recording won't
Page 3)
(See HELP-,

State SADD rally held
March 28 in coliseum

'

By CYNDI OWENS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Friends don't let friends drive
drunk.
That motto has become the battlecry for teenagers across the
country, leading them in their fight
to stop the leading killer of persons
in their age group.
That motto alsn represents Students Against Driving Drunk
(SADD), which held a statewide
rally on campus March 28.
The rally, sponsored by the
Weaver High school chapter of
SADD, began with a meeting in
Pete Matthews Coliseum. The
.crowd of approximately 1,000 stu' d&ts: patents and educators met

the founder of SADD, Robert
Anastas.
Anastas, a coach and educator
from Boston, began educating parents and students about the dangers of driving drunk after two of
his athletes were killed in alcoholrelated accidents within a week of
each other. One was 17, the other 19.
"He loved to live so much, he died
from it," Anastas said of the 17year-old.
Anastas founded the organization
in 1981, and he eave the audience
some startling sij?tistics from that
year.
"In drunk driving accidents,
there was one person dying per hour
(See SADb, B g e 2)
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Social Work Conference held
The Sociology Department held its annual social work
conference last Wednesday. During the event, Dr.
Donald E. Williamson of the Alabama Department of
Public Health addressed the audience about AIDS, and

Doris Barnette of the State Health Office spoke about
another growing problem, teenage pregnancy. PiCt~red,
from left to right, a r e Williamson, JSU president Dr.
Harold McGee, and Barnette.

I

AIDS

College students are at risk I

JACKSONVILLE--The next uereat
outbreak of AIDS will be on America's college campuses where students comprise the most sexually
active group in the county, according to Dr. Donald E. Williamson,
director of the Alabama Department of Public Health's division of
disease control.

I

Addressing more than 150 persons
gathered for Jacksonville State University's anhual social work conference, Williamson said, "The only
reason gay men in America got
AIDS first was because, a t the time
AIDS was introduced in this cournty, they were the single most sex-

and I, have no symptoms, and cannot be picked out. And there are
"Gay men are no longer the most from 1.5 million to 3 million of
sexually active. College students them," he said.
are. There's nothing unique about
the virus that attacks only gay men;
it is simply another sexually transWilliamson said people become
mitted disease. Your risk of getting infected with AIDS because they are
it is simply a function of the number not in long-term relationships, beof people you have sexual in- cause they engage in sex with multercourse with."
tiple partners, or receive con"The people who're going to taminated blood either through
spread AIDS are going to be on the transfusion or the sharing of needles
football team, they're going to be when using drugs. He said a person
cheerleaders, social workers-- cannot be sure he is not infected
they're going to be doing all the unless he has been monogamous for
things you and I do every day. They akleast seven years and has not
are people who look just like you used IV drugs.

ually active group in society."

Correction

- -

Due to an error by the printer of The Chanticleer, the pictures
on pages 2 and.14 of last week's edition were inadvertently switched.
The publisher regrets the error and any embarrassment it may have
e a d %'heChanticleerstaff.
,

I
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"Roads to success"

Program provides tips on job
hunting and interviewing
By REBECCA FROST
Chanticleer staffwriter
In 1986, approximately one mil-,
lion students graduated from U.S.
universities with a bachelor's
degree. Added to the present total of
40 million already in the work force
today, the task of finding the perfect
job is very difficult.
On March 3 and 4 the New York
team of Nancy Blacker, Carol
Balthazar, and Frank Pictrucha
presented a program at Merrill Hall
entitled "Roads to Success." It was
sponsored by the Plymouth Career
Search Workshop and Business
Week Careers magazine.

In order to be a successful interviewer, Blacker and Pictrucha
stress that the potential employee
should pay attention to small details
concerning his attire, his resume,
and his interviewing techniques, because the first ten minutes of the
session are what the interviewer
will remember most.
Before the actual interview, the
prospective employee should do extensive research on the company or
corporation that he is applying for.
"The three main sources for such
researchoncampusare thecampus
career plannning center (Career
Development and Placement in

Bibb Graves), the campus library,
and through "networking" with
school alumni, members of professional organizations and others
who might 'know-someone-whoknows-someone'," Blacker said.
With the resume, the experts
noted that statements and accomplishments should be written
concisely in order for the employer
to read quickly though them during
the interview.
"If you can ask, 'so what?' after a
resume statement, then it has no
business on the resume; therefore,
items of achievements or school
(See PROGRAM, Page
-- 5)
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QUESTION #4.

Harold Wilson and former president Gerald Ford

I

Former Prime Minister WHEN SHOULD THE COLLEGE STUDENT
to speak in TMB
Jacksonville--Former British
Prime Minister Harold Wilson will
speak on issues including racism in
South Africa, the Russian threat,
and arms control during a public
lecture at Jacksonville State University on Monday. April 6, at 7:30
p.m. in Theron Montgmery Building
Auditorium.

His years as prime minister included such events as Britain's entry into the Common Market and
European Economic Community,
pacts with NATO, crises in Rhodesia and Northern Ireland, negotiations in th Nigerian Civil War,
and world attention on the Vietnam
conflict.

The theme of his address is "The
View from Number 10 Downing
Street." He will share stories of his
experiences as prime minister.
Wilson served four terms as
Prime Minister of Great Britain,
longer than any other peacetime
British prime minister. F i r s t
elected to parliament in 1945, Sir
Harold represented the same district in the House of Commons for 38
years until his retirement in May,

Born in 1916, Wilson graduated
from Jesus College in Oxford, and at
age21 becameateacherofeconomics at Oxford's New College. his preParliament career included years
as top advisor to Winston Churchill
and experience in various ministries. He gained initial recognition
heading several delegations to Moscow to negotiate Soviet-British
trade pacts.

a) During weekends until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
to 8 am Sunday through Friday, to save over 50%off
AT&T's weekday out-of-state rates.
b) The minute your bank statement reveals a negative
$60 balance.
c)

I-IELPline

,contin,

e) When you hear they've removed the mysterious
"Venetian Blind" ritual from your fraternity initiation,
You've just aced the calculus exam
that you'd been dreading like the plague.
Your date last night told you she had an "outof-body" experience. Your roommate's joined a
7
new cult that worships luncheon meats.
w
When you're away at school. tilere are a million reg2
sons to s t a i in touch 4-ith the people you miss. And thereg
no easier ..yay to do it than with AT@
Between our discount calling periods and our evervdav high
---ity servi
t time to call nith
any time you wan
,"~~110:'
or "Guess
what?" or "You won't believe this. b u t . . ."

get it. But having real live people to
talk to who can tell them a place to
go and sit down with a counselor and
telling them this is the number, will
you please call them? We're not
trying to play God, but sometimes,
people just need someone to talk to,
they get lonesome, "Higginbotham
said.
No last names will be given so the
confidentiality of it will be completely safe.
"Because the callers won't be
face to face with the volunteer, they
may feel freer to tell about the
problem without worrying about
anybody knowing who t h e y
are,"Phillips said.
Anyone interested in becoming a

Knighted by Queen Elizabeth in
1977, Sir Harold's lectures recount
his friendships and negotiations
with a variety of figures, among
them Charles DeGaulle, Johm Kennedy, Mao Tse-tung, Leonid
Brezhnev, Richard Nixon, Josef
Stalin, Lyndon Johnson, Winston
Churchill, Gerald Ford, and Golda
Meir.

From

Between 5 pm and 11 pm, Sunday through Friday, to
save 38%off AT&T's weekday out-of-state rate.

d) With AT&T, any time you want a clear long distance
connection.

1983.

He was chosen by his peers a s
Labor Party leader in 1960, and in
1964 was elected Britain's youngest
prime minister. In 1960, he lost the
only election of his political career,
but was returned to 10 Downing St.
in the next election and remained
there until his resignation in 1977.

i

,
I,

part of the volunteer HELP line
should contact Dean Higginbotham
in her office.
"Just because we have already
started training doesn't mean it's
too late because we are taping all of
the sessions to be used over and
over again. The more volunteers we
have, the better this organization
will work." Hieeinbotham.
The number for the HELP line
will be 231-5100.
"I am really so excited about this.
The students working a r e just salt
of the earth people. If we can serve
the students then the service should
do nothing but grow,"Higginbotham
said.

The right choice.
O 1987 ATBT

1
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Svm~osiumto celebrate birthday of Constitution
As part of the yearlong
celebration of the two hundredth
anniversary of the United States
Constitution, the College of Humanities and Social Sciences is sponsoring a symposium on the Constitution. The symposium will be held on
Tuesday, April 7, a t 3:00 p.m., on
the eleventh floor of Cole Library.
The panelists for the symposium
are Dr. Daniel W. Hollis, Dr.
Ronald Caldwell, and Dr. Mary
Martha Thomas, all of the JSU
department of history, and Dr. Lee
Gilbert [Whartenby) of the JSU
department of economics.
Dr. Hollis, whose paper is entitled, "The Commonwealthman,
Religious Liberty and the U.S. Constitution," will explore the influence
of an early group of Republicans in
the 17th century known as the
"Commonwealthmen." The "Commonwealthmen," as a result of their
experiences in the English Civil
War, were committed to religious
liberty as well as to political liberty; their writings were among those
from which the Founding Fathers
gained many of their ideas and
ideals.
Dr. Gilbert will discuss "The
Economics of t h e Constitution, "focusing on those economic
factors which led to and influenced

the writing of the Constitution, and
the effectiveness of the Constitutioh
as a framework for United States
economic progress.
In his presentation entitled "The
Influence of the U.S. Constitution on
the F r e n c h Revolution,"Dr.
Caldwell will emphasize that the
Constitution as a framework for
United States economic progress.
In his presentation entitled "The
Influence of the U.S. Constitution of
the F r e n c h Revolution,"Dr.
Caldwell will emphasize that the
Constitution had a world-wide impact, specifically on the French
Revolution in its early stages.
Dr. Thomas, in her discussion of
"Women and the Constitution,"will
point out that when the Founding
Fathers met in Philadelphia in 1787,
they were not concerned with the
rights of women; the concept of
natural rights, in that day, applied
only to men. Abigail Adams' plea to
her hudband, John to "remember
the 1adies"fell on deaf ears. Only
gradually, and with great effort,
have women gained constitutional
legal rights.

Symposium to take place April 7

Dr. Peter Robinson, chairman of
be: front
the JSU department of history, will
Participating in the
be moderator. Audience discussion from left
Dr. Lee Grant (Whartenb~),
of the topics will be welcome. Re- economics department; Dr. Mary Martha Thomas,
freshments will be served.
history department. Back row, from left to right, Dr.

Peter Robinson, chairman of the history department;
Dr. Ronald Caldwell and Dr. Daniel Hollis, both of the
history department.

Sociology Club visits three mental hospitals
By REBECCA FROSl'
Chanticleer Staff Writer
On March 19, forty-six sociology
and social work students visited
Bryce Hospital, Taylor-Hardin Secure Medical Facility, and Partlowe
Hospital, three mental institutions
located in Tuscaloosa.
Each semester the sociology club
plans a field trip for students to visit

their future job scenes. In the past,
JSU students have visited shelters
for the homeless, the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta, Tutwiler

signed for the students exposure to
their career choice and the' problems that are involved with the
occupation.

Flowers, they were touched by a
young male patient's recitation of
the Lord's Prayer, making their trip
worthwhile.

State Prison for Women, and Atlanta Couples Together (an organization for monogomous gay couples).

Penny Stover, a junior from Ft.
Payne, along with Melba Flowers, a
sophomore from Section, AL, re-

The group continued their trip
with Taylor-Harding Secure Medical Facility, a new hospital for the

According to Dr. Hugh McCain,
sociology professor and director of
the trips, these excurqions are de-

counted their experiences a t
Partlowe, a hospital for the mentally retarded. According to Stover and

criminally insance, housing 103 men
and five women. Afterwards, the
students toured Bryce Hospital

where Fran Shaddix, q junior frorp
Talledega, mentioned the geriatric
clinic as her favorite and most
rewarding part.
The Sociology Club sponsors the
field trip each semester and encourages those students not majoring in sociology or social work to
participate. For further information
about next fall's program, contact
the sociology department or Dr.
Hugh McCain.

During minimester

Home Economics Department to offer film course
-

By CYNDI OWENS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Want a fun, interesting course for
minimester?
The home
department
is Offeringa
"FamiIssues
during

minimester, which will be taught by
Sally Edwards.
will see at least two movies
per week. They will show different
family relationships through their
problems. They will show divorce,
death and grief, parent-child rela-

tionships, and relationships between
older married couples," Edwards
stated,
The classes are scheduled for
Mondays and Wednesdays, 3-6 p.m..
and ~ u e s d a y sand Thursdays, 3-5
p.m.

wards said
The purpose of the class 1s to glve

CY

available for JSU students
By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Two courses in marine biology
will be available to JSU students
this summer, Dr. L. G. Sanford,
advisor of the program, said.
The courses, offered a t the
Dauphin Island Sea Lab, located
within 45 minutes of Mobile, offers
something for everyone majoring in
biology, he said.
"You don't have to be a diver or
even a Cousteau fan to get needed
credit in biology and enjoy it a t the
same time," Sanford said.
Summer offerings include biology

'^The classes are set up that way
so that films can be seen on Mondays and Wednesdays, and discussions of the films can be held on
the other days, ~ 1 ~ students
0 ,
can
work on their tans and then come to
class late in the afternoon." ~ d -

core courses in the areas of ecology,
i n v e r t e b r a t e and v e r t e b r a t e
zoology, botany, geology,
oceanology, and climatology. Each
course emphasizes field work and
cruises into the Gulf of Mexico,
conducted aboard the research
vessel A.E. Verrill.
Many professional biologists feel
that an academic program can be
made much more effective by including an off-campus field experience for undergraduate or graduate majors in biology.
"The Dauphin Island Sea Lab is a
facility of our department [biology)
and its resources are available to

complement our program," Sanford
said.
Dormitoi,y and cafeteria services
are provided on the campus a t
Dauphin Island and a variety of
recreational opportunities are available.
Two separate five-week terms
are being offered this summer, the
first from June 15 to July 17, and the
second from July 20 to August 21. Up
to six semester hours credit may be
earned during each term. For
further information, contact: Dr. L.
G. Sanford, 202 Ayers Hall, Department of Biology.

participation.
The films tentatively scheduled
for the course include, "Terms of
Endearment," "On Golden Pond,"
"Ordinary People," "Kramer VS.
Kramer," "I Never Sang for My
Father," and "The Great Santini."
For more information on the
class, see the summer schedule
book or contact the home economics

commitments and famllv relations
The grade for the coirse is determined by attendence and class

I
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Hiring Today l Top Pay l

w.

at
No experience needed. Write
Cottage Industries, 1407 44
Jenkins,
Norman,
73089.
Oklahoma.
A Few Spare Hours?

Recetw/Fonuard mail from
home! Uncle Sam works
hard-You pocket hundreds
honestly! Details, send selfadmwrse& stamped enwelope
BEDWA,Box 17145.
Tucson, AZ 85731

L

Now Offering
Expert Shoe
Repair By
Campbell's Shoe
Repair Service.
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Students 'strut their stuff' during fashion show
By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and
the Alpha Sweethearts, in collaboration with the Masonic Order and
O.E.S., presented their first annual
Spring Fashion Show last Wednesday, March 25, featuring twentyfive JSU students. The theme of the
program was "Starting a legacy by
striving to do more."
"I think the fashion show was a
success. It goes to show how much
we (Greek organizations) can accomplish when we work together.
We need more unity on this campus," Casey Holloway, president of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, said.

Serving as mistresses of ceremony were Millette Miller and Jacqueline Sommerville. The students
modeled in the following six categories: casual wear, swimsuit, s p r t s wear, winter wear, Sunday's best,
and After Five wear.
Participating in the fashion show
were the following students -- Robbie Barnes, Mark Romine, Zenoblia
Pettway, Elaina Riley, Cheryl
Bevelle. Bridgett Eatmon, Lisa Nicole McCree, Tracie Lee, Tabitha
Datcher, Monica Jones, -Tara Cunningham, Juanita Austin, Yolanda
Andrews, Chandra Gates, ToWanda
Carr, Darlene Stanford, Monica
Jones, Kim Pearson, Franscheska

Russell, Wanda Steward, Pamela
Porter. Towanda Tolbert. Carla
Foreman and Alisa Luvert.
Holloway said he would like to
express his appreciation to all the
students for their support.
"We just introduced our pledge
line last Thursday night. They are
as follows: 1) James Smoot, 2 )
Quintin Davis, 3 ) Tim Culver, 4)
Michael Douglass, 5) Ted Bridges,
6 ) Jacques "Jock" Smith, and 7)
Patrick Farmer. Reginald Richardson is serving as dean of pledges.
I'd also like to invite everyone to our
Spring Step Show on April 20,"
Holloway said.

'l'racie Lee

Cheryl Bevelle poses for audience

Forkpa K w l w a l a Photo

Program

~ o r k p aK o r l m r l a Plloto

Bridgett Eatmon

(Continued From Page 3)
offices held should explain the full
duties surrounding each of these
achievements. The resume should
be gone over thoroughly for spelling, grammatical, and puctuational
errors as this is very important,"
Pictrucha said.
To be successful interviewers,
Blacker, Balthazar, and Pictrucha
urged the job seeker follow the five
P's with an interview: (1) be
prompt; (2) be polite; ( 3 ) be professional; (4) be positive; (5) practice the interview with those who
are familiar with the interviewing
process.
"The initial interview should
always be followed up by a thankyou letter and possibly a telephone
call too, even if the job hunter has
decided to decline the offer of employment or if he feels he has lost
his chance for the job because of a
poor interview. At any rate, the
follow-up l e t t e r i s e s s e n tia1,"Balthazar said.
Although finding a job may be a
W o w i n g experience, there a r e

techniques to conquer the "dreaded
interview,"he said.
For more informaton on how to
better one's job hunting skills, contact Dr. Sandra Fortenberry a t the
Career Development and Counsel-

ing Office in room 105 a t Bibb
Graves Hall. Landing the perfect
job may seem impossible, but with a
little help the Jacksonville State
graduate could become a valuable
product on the job market.

WINN
PLACE 111
Is Offering

A SUPER

-

SUMMER SPECIAL
$100Off Your First Months Rent:
For Info.
Call:
435-3613
'OFIB valid wheli signing a six months lease with WNN B ~ A C E9111.

Sewing Faculty, staff, Students, &
Every Member ot Your Family.
SERVICES INCLUDE:
a Free Checking
Savings
a Certificates of Deposit
IRA Accounts

ANNISTON
1115 Christine Avenue

Annhton. AL 36201
9 am. to 5 p.m., Mort.-Fri.
Phone 236-1260

a In-state WATS Line
Open End Loam
VISA Credit Cards

Fast Service

BIRMINGHAM
2106 8th Am. No.. P.0. Box 10407
Birmingham. M 35202
10 a m . to 5 p.m., Mom-Fri.
Phone 325-4900

Susan Smith

Vicky Wallace
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"A

nation that is afraid t o
falsehood in an o p e n market
itsneoole." ...John F. Kennedv

1!I

let its people judge truth and
is a nation thqf is afraid uf

e noisy It can be fun You can meet a tot of
e once told me that l~vrngIn the dorm is what
after all it IS your home away from home

Who needs a mechanic on campus?
By CYNDI OWENS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
4 s promrsed thir 1s "Traffic
Headaches Part III Is there 3
mechanic on campus9

on campus to mixers and parties do not make

Ah. the readers say those folks at
The Chanticleer are really desperate for something to write about
After all, who neeas a mechanlc on
campus')

Well we ali need some help once
in a while At some pornt, everyone
IS going to get lnto a jam And if one
1s a female and commutes, ~t is a
very emotional experience to get
stranded on camous

Editor-in -Chief

n t e Hwsing office 1s on the right track by employing resident

assistants (you know them as RAs) - two usually on each floor -to be

A9 YOU w:il notice by reading the letter LO thr editor todaj, the
b t t e r frc~n\Tfdd Key and my column are on tap same subject This
was done purpesely, b e c a u ~ e Todd brought the probhm to my
attentfor,and asked woad I do a caiumn on the problem of dorm rules
not k i n g enforced
Here 1s a fact that should racll bc ~*versfloo&ef!Peopfe irxe Dean
?vl~rrarnWiggmboLhttora In :he Housing office work hard to make dorm
:tfe a s scmfarrahk as they can, but I beltevrr they need help fmm the
ad%ttiisfrattoi? in enforcmg the mud&fiec! mies govesnurg the
studeau It s like the question Pf a tree fatis In tltp fofresl and
mboby ~s there to hear it, docs it make a Bound? Wet1 is it a !aw d
peopte can break it without fear of any type of punishment3
I ' m with Mr Key After three inckdent repctrts the student shauid
bc removed from the dormitory completely and if the inciden* is
.h-4

*

,

(&ee DORM, Pwe 7t
* *.

*

>
.

w,

<s,*-%F%#

* . - 9 ~ ~ . " - & % %%~ - aP-?*i
~=*~

-

report person" on an individual
basis. The problem with this is that
it leaves too much leeway for personal interpretation. JSU has, in my
Dear Editor
opinion, an excessive number of 2 , 3 ,
' after the thlrd incident report
and even 4 time incident report
you wlil be told to leave the recipients. My point is simple, with
dormltorq " Thls 1s often the warn- many problem-causing students, the
Ing dorm residents hear at the be- administration needs to have tough,
ginning of each semester This is a enforceable rules--not individual ingreat ru!e but there is one problem terpretation.
w ~ t h~t---therule does not exist at
My suggestion to correct the
least not in tine JSU Catalogue or the problem is this: Have in writing a
"Three Incident Report Rule",
' JS1: Rule for Dormitor~es
Why IS the rule not clearly stdted" which eliminates students from the
Well ~t 1s my oplnion that JSC dorm system competely upon their
administration wants to reserve the third incident report. Moreover
right to rule each ' three lnc~dent there should be the stipulation that,

Enforced rules would
improve dorm life

their stereos too loud, wad parties going on a t 2 a.m . shavlng cream
on your d w r , and other irr~tatingtechniques that drive some of us odt
ttf the dorm into apartments. trailers and other ltvlng arrangements

the dorm dtrector who can be several places a t
ane time. These resident assistants have the power to warn us several
times to turn our music down or that we a r e talktng too loud and to
write us up if we choose not to comply.
&ch student living in a dormitory, is usually given the warning a t
the beginning of the semester that if he 1s written up three tlmes he
is supaosed to ?Masked to leave the dormttory
Unfortunately, thts is not the case most of the time And I've
witnessed this fact and ileard other people sav the same thing a! at1
&rm~ over and over again. That same person with t h r e e to four
incidents sf report.$ who conttnues to come in the dorm drunk and
disrupt iht? whole first floor is still there untii the end of the semester
infrutgrr~gon the rights of others and making then- dorm experience

The polnt of all this 1s If someone
stranded on campus and has their
hood up stop and ask if they need
help or to take them to the nearest
phone If it 1s getting late, offer to
notlfy the campus pollee for them
Thls may have alreadv offended
some women s libhers and that was
not the Intent but face the facts
Most females wlth car Vouble need
help and ~f a male student would
offer thls help ~t would prove that
common courtesy is st111 ailve and
well Even i f the most help one can
be is to call someone else to help
that would be greatly appr~ciatea

IS

Letter to the editor

living helt I found out all those
noise was true It was too noisy
ht. So notsy, that I had to make the

t
beyes and ears of

hlm

Onr female student reported an
Incident that happened to her She
drives an older model car with
manual transrnlssion (three on the
column I and sometimes the gears
hang It IS a simple matter to get
them free but it usua!ly takes two
oeople She raised the hood of the
car so as not to get a ticket, and
hlked to the nearest phone to call a
relative for help
No answer
After two hours, and many cars
had passed help flnally arrived To
heramazement,assoonasherma1e
relative arrlved three male students stopped and offered lo help

I

~

depending upon the severity of the
incident, a student could be
eliminated on the first report if
necessary. JSU is weak when it
comes to dorm violators; when the
administration does not enforce its
warnings, it essentially takes away
all power to enforce rules from the
RAs and Dorm Directors leaving
them open to unnecessary abuse and
hassle. This is our current dormintory situation. Administration,
make and enforce dormitory rules.
Remember this is our home--not
yours.
Sincerely.
Todd E . Key
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Chi

Special thanks to Sam Wright,
Ronnie Daniel and Johnny Daniel
for building the barbeque pit that
will be used during Indian Party.
They worked all day to construct the
pit and the brothers really appreciate their hard work. It will
allow the Chis to have a few weekend cookouts during the semester.
The yard sale was a huge success.
The first ever Delta Chi yard sale
was March 21 with Danny Kelly, the
committee chairman, in charge.
The city of Jacksonville really came
out to support the sale and all
profits went toward the housing
fund. They a r e planning another
saie in the near future.
Congratulations to all the winners
in Greek Week. Greek Week is for
all Greeks to participate in and all
represented their groups to the
greatest extreme. "I believe this
year's Greek Week has shown the
best participation since I have been
here,"said Bill Selfton. Even though
not everyone placed in their event,
all Dersons were winners. Greek
Week really stresses the Greek System and during this time emotions
are high and the feeling of being-a
Greek is a t its peak.

This year's Indian Party will be
the responsibility of Rick Lyles.
Rick is head of this year's Indian
Party. The cost for the Horseshoe
Tournament is $6 per team with a
cash prize for first and second place
finishers. The total cost for the two
day blow-out will be $12 or $5 for
Friday and $7 for Saturday. If anyone is interested in attending the
party, contact a Delta Chi brother
or call the Delta Chi house a t
435-5183.

Pi Kappa Phi
The brothers of Pi Kappa Phi
would like to congratulate everyone
who competed in Greek Week this
year. This makes the third straight
year Pi Kapps have won Greek
Week.
Luau preparations began last
weekend. This year's luau promises
to be the best ever. Sunny Beaches
and the Individuals will be performing. The date is set for April 17
and 18. Brother Brad Powell IS In
charge of organizing this event.
This year's softball team has not
had a chance yet to play because of
rain and Greek Week, but all of the
players are anxious and very op.
timistic about this year.s team,
(See CLUB NEWS, Page 18)

Dorm

(Continued From Page 6)
severe enough, one incident report should be sufficient. The rules
should be clearly written so individual interpretation will not be
necessary.
I've come to appreciate the value of dorm directors and RAs
because their job is not easy. And some students like to make their
job even harder.
If we would get behind our dorm directors and RAs in 2nforcinq
these rules. maybe the dorms would start filling to such a capacity
that the Housing office would have to turn people down. A fact that
stuck with me in my political science class: The administrative
branch has a legislative function, that is. to MAKE and ENFORCE
rules.
I'm afraid if dormitory rules don't start being enforced that a t the
rate we're going; dorm life will be the troublemaker's paradise and
the freshman's nightmare where survival of the fittest will be the
only rule.

Announcements
(Continued From Page 2)
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*The residents of Weatherly Hall will be sponsoring a Lip Sing
Contest and Pary on Monday, April 13. This will begin a t 8:00 p.m. In
the Leon Cole Auditorium The people wanting t o i n t e r the contest
should sign up in the o f f i c ~v i U'ealtherly by April 9. There is a $1.00
entrance fee and a $25.00 prize. The admission is 75 cents for Greeks
with shirts and $1.00 for a:: others. The music will be provided by TN-T from Gadsden.
*The Floyd J r . College Deaf Awareness Club will present sign and
speech in poetry, reading and songs a t the Studio Theater Drama
Department on April 3 a t 2 : 0 0 p m . Sponored be Postsecondary
Program for Sensory Impaired.
*The 1987 Alabama Aquatic School will offer seminars in advanced
courses of water saftey June 5-12; enroll in instructor courses on or
before June 5. The cost of the eight day seminar is $170 which includes
materials, room and board. For additional information please contact
Elaine Nelson, 236-0391.

Having trouble sleeping? People once believed diamonds cured insomnia.

According to old Irish belief, if you must circle something, you should do it east t o west. Going west t o east
was believed bad luck.
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Dr. Gilbert named department head
By STEVEN ROBINSON
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Dr. ;Terry Gilbert has been appointed acting head of the political
science department after the retirement of past department head Dr.
Jackson W. Selman.' He was appointed to the position last September by the Dr. J a m e s E. Wade, dean
of the College of Humanities and
Social Sciences.
Gilbert will serve a s acting department head until the University
begins the search for a replacement
for the position.
" R i g h ~ now there is no actual
search going on. At some point there
will be a search, but a s of now there
is no search due to the freeze on
filling (faculty) vacancies,"he said.
Gilbert's job involves many responsibilities ranging from budgetary requirements to student advisement.
"My position involves being
budget manager and scheduling and
coordinating various activities. My
primary role is that of advising
students, although I a m not the only
one in the department who does

that,"Gilbert said.
Handling both a full class load
and the duties of department head
have become time-consuming, Gilbert said.
"I don't have any real spare time
anymore."he said.
Gilbert said he was given a class
load reduction when he was appointed to the position but due to
faculty vacancies had to add more
classes to his schedule.
Making the political science department more visible to the students is one of Gilbert's top
priorities a s well a s exploring job
options for political science graduates.
"We want to make students more
aware of career options in political
science other than just law school
and politics. We also want to get
students more involved and interested in political science organizations,"Gilbert said.
He discussed such careers a s civil
service jobs, working for political
office holders, foreign service jobs
and broadcast media positions.
"A lot of media people a r e politi-

cal science majors. I would like to
work with the communications department to offer a major in political science with a minor in communications or vice versa,"Gilbert
sa~d.
He also mentioned that a political
science club is now in the planning
stages and that significant
curiculum changes a r e in the works
for the department a s a whole.
Students will be given more freedom of choice in their class selection, he said. This has not been
finalized, he added, but committee
reports on the subject have been
submitted for consideration.
Gilbert has taught political science a t Jacksonville State since
1971. He also taught a t Texarkana
College. a s well a s serving a s a
graduate teaching assistant a t Texa s Tech University.
Gilbert and his wife, Shelia, have
two sons. They enjoy working on
their farm where they raise cattle.
"I was raised on a farm in Texas.
I guess I still have farming in m y
blood, "Gilbert concluded.

Gilbert

Bennett recently honored for her acting abilities

Bennett

By ELAINE BEAIRD
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Tara Bennett was recently honored for her acting abilities after
she was nominated for the Irene
Ryan Award in February The nomination gave Bennett the chance to
compete in regional performing
competitions for an acting scholarship.
The scholarship was named in
honor of Irene Ryan who portrayed
Granny on the hit televlslon series
"The Beverly Hillbillies."
In trying out for the nomination a t
the state festival. Bennett and another former Jacksonville State student. Lisa Waugh, performed part
of "Late August", a play presented
here on campus last semester
Bennett was selected to represent
the Southern region in the cornpetition held on February 17 and 18 in
Knoxville. Tenn. This was her first
nomination and one of the highest
honorsshehaseverreceivedEorher
acting talents.
"The biggest thrill was just being
nominated. We did well but didn't
win. The judges were favorable
though," Bennett said.
The chance to compete gave her a
s e n s e of a c c o m p l i s h m e n t and
boosted her self-confidence, she

"Musicals are the most fun. You get hooked."
said.
"I came away feeling I was on the
rrght track I could go into acting if
that is what I wanted They showed
a !ot of belief in my (acting) ability." she sard
Bennett is originally from Homewootl. Al. She graduated from Jacksonville State with a bachelor's
degree in education and psychology
in December 1986 and c a m e returned to JSU to become certified to
teach special education.
She has already been cast in
"Curse you, Jack Dalton," the next
JSU production, a s Bertha, the
maid-turned-heroine.
"This is unusual for m e . I usually
get the dirty blonde parts," Bennett
said.
She received professional credit
this past fall by performing in the
campus production of "Black WarriorVwhich was done by a professional cast and crew with the
exception of Bennett and Lee Pope,

-

Behnett

who a r e both JSL students The
d ~ r e c t o r stold her that she possessed
much talent but needed t r a ~ n r n g
I feel that dctlng IS a g ~ i from
t
God I do lt for the glory of Jesus
Chrlst she s a ~ d
Bennett has performed rnanv d ~ f ierent roles in various shows but
savs that m u s ~ c a l sa r e by t a r her
iavorrtes
"Musicals a r e the most fun. You
get hooked."she said.
Still. Bennett enjoys acting out a
wide variety of roles.
"Doing different characters is a
release. It's fun to be someone else
for a while."she sard.
After leaving Jacksonville State,
Bennett plans to teach school, although she says she will continue to
train for acting. She expects to
move to Atlanta and enroll in acting
classes there.
"Although I'll always be acting,
right now it's something I a m doing
on the side,"Bennett said.

Student's sex play banned by Alabama officials
-

Tuscaloosa (CPS)--University of
Alabama officials last week decided
not to let a student produce his
controversial play on campus, and,
in reply, the student sued them one
day later.
Meanwhile, one student group
demonstrated in favor of banning
the play-called "Babylon HotelMwhile another demonstrated to
equate the banning to censorship.
University of Alabama officials
say it is an issue of how they use
their facilities and of nudity. The
playwright says it is an issue ~ n l y
because some nude scenes feature
,

. .

black and white actors together.
"Given (UA's) historical perspective, it will find the interracial
sex scenes offensive," said gradua t e student and playwright Walter
Alves.
"The issue is how the university
chooses to use its facilities,"said
Vice President of Academic Affairs
Roger Sayers.
He added Alabama is not obligated to provide a stage for any
play. just a s it is not required to
publish all the manuscripts submitted to campus journals.
Other campuses restrict the a r t s ,

too Last week, Notre Dame suspended a student news magazlne for
p u b l ~ s h ~ nagstory and a photo about
how Notre Dame had forced a campus l ~ t e r a r ymagazlne to drop an
erotlc a r t p r ~ n from
t
~ t pages
s
a few
months ago
The student a c t ~ v i t ~ eo sf f ~ c es a ~ d
the a r t print of an e m b r a c ~ n gcouple
was ~ n a p p r o p r ~ a t eand that the
Scholast~c the student magazlne
had v~olatedpol~cq
At Alabama, Edward Still, Alves
s labama's
attorney m a ~ n t a ~ nA
n
"agents' based their d e c ~ s ~ oon
what thev believed to be the content

of the play. In addition, Still plans to
argue University of Alabama officials' "unlimited,discretion"in allocating facilities needs limits.
"There's been a long line of cases
where judges determine that, for
example, a police chief has too
much power in deciding to permit
parades," Still said.
School officials and attorneys
said itqwas their policy not to comment on "pending litigation."
Earlier, Arts and Sciences Dean
Richard Peck had said some members of the community would have
been offended by the play, which

Alves says he contracted to produce
on campus for credit.
Alves maintains the university's
objections a r e more racist than
provincial, noting Alabama has allowed x-rated films on campus and
stage productions of "Equus"and
"Extremities", both of which include sexually explicit material.
"There has been nudity on the
U n i v e r s i t y of A l a b a m a s t a g e
before. They even gave away a date
with 'Deep Throat' s t a r Linda Lovelace in the seventies,"he said.
.4lves says h i s play h a s artistic
(See PLAY, Page 9)
. ,

.
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Coors has major trouble brewing at Harvard College
(CPS)--The generally dormant nationwide campus
boycott of Coors beer flared again
briefly last week as William K.
Coors. chairman of the Adolph
Coors Brewing Co., spoke a t
Harvard.
Demonstrators, accusing the
brewery's politically conservative
management of race and sex bias in
hiring, union busting and funding
Nicaraguan c o n t r a s , picketed
Coor's February 21 speech to
Harvard's Conservative Club.
While protest leaders--who represented a wide array of groups like
the Democratic Socialists of America, Harvard's South African Solidarity Committee, the HarvardRadcliffe Gay and Lesbian Alliance,
the Committee on Central America
and several campus workers unions-claim 200 to 250 demonstrators
were there, Coors officials counted
only 50 to 75.
"The demonstration was small. It
was a very peaceful protest. Participants walked in a circle with banners and some were chanting,"
Marjorie Heffron, associate director of Harvard's news service, said.

The company has long been a
target on many campuses.
Since 1968, a s many a s 50 colleges
have voted to ban Coors products
from their campuses, first to object
to company officials efforts to suppress left~ststudent groups and, in
recent years, to protest company
labor policies.
"I don't think we can put Coors
out of business. But we can keep
him from running the kind of business he wants," Domenic Bozzotto,
a spokesman for Harvard's unionized food workers, admitted during the demonstration.
"If people drink Coors beer, it's
because they don't know. You don't
have to be a radical to find the Coors
attitude toward blacks offensive,"
Kris Rondeau, . director of the
Harvard Union for Technical and
Clerical Workers.
Rondeau referred to a 1984 William Coors comment that implied
blacks lacked "intellectual capacity." Coors maintains the comment
was quoted out of context by the
media.
Coors' labor woes began in 1977,

when brewery workers struck to
protest what they considered oppressive labor and hiring practices.
The strike was never settled, and
striking employees were replaced
by nonunion workers.
Since then, the AFL-CIO has
urged a boycott of all Coors products. The company remains nonunion by choice of the employees,
claims Coors spokeswoman Cary
Baird.
"Unions have a purpose, but if
management looks after the needs
of employees, you don't need the
third party representation. We
always deal with our employees
openly," Baird said.
Baird also denies the company
uses such controversial practices as
employee strip searches and lie
detector tests.
"Can you imagine anyone in the
1980's sitting still for a strip
search?" she asked.
"Such criticisms a r e unsubstantiated, untrue charges, based on lies
and inuendos. It is just too bad the
charges get so much press on campuses in new distribution areas,"she
added.

New fashi.on designs awarded
New York--Recognizing that a
creative interpretation on Industrial
and Occupational Apparel could be
on the cutting edge of fashion,
Celanese Textile Fibers challenged
the senior menswear design and
marketing students a t Fashion Institute of Technology. A group of
these students were invited to
choose from a large grouping of
basic workwear garments and with
them, create their own style.
"Fashion is moving in a new
direction. Young people no longer
follow the fashion dictates blindly.
Rather, they look for inspiration
from many sources and interpret
them freely. Our 'Weekend Works'
competition was designed wih just
this in mind. And to add some extra
excitement, Celanese invited five
editors from trend-setting magazines as well as the style producer of
MTV to judge the competition,"said
Jim Siewart, menswear fashion director a t Celanese.
The judging for the best designs
was held February 5 a t a reception
a t Celanese House. The garments
were reviewed and considered by
Patty Niemi of Elle, Patricia
O'Brien of Gentleman's Quarterly.
Alisa Bellettini of MTV, Laurie
(Continued From Page 8)
Schechter of Rolling Stone, Nancy
Hessel of Seventeen and Kathleen
merit and that the sexual scenes a r e
movies distributors, the Los Angel- McGillavray of Vogue. The winners
necessary to it.
es Times and People Magazine con- are to be announced a t an industry
"'Babylon Motel' involves a fourevent to be held later this week.
tacted him as the drama surroundteen-year-old half-black boy and his
Prizes for the most creative designs
ing his drama reached a climax last
attempt to keep his thirteen-yearb
,,
will be awarded at that time.
old white half-sister off the streets,
Participating manufacturers,
Alves adds he is
talking
Out Of the hands Of his
to a couple of people in ~ a l i f o r n i a whose garments are of Celanese
pimp. He is having a tender, loving
Fortrel polyester, include Angelica,
about producing the work,.,
incestuous relationshio with his sisBarco, Best Manufacturing, Big
ter,"Alves explained.
Ben by Wrangler, Big Mac, Big
Alves' suit seeks to force AlaYank, Fashion Seal, Setlowear,
bama to let him stage the play, but
Uniforms to You, Wall Industries
the production may get even
and Williamson Dickie.
broader distribution in the future.
"One of the strengths of F.I.T. is
Alves reports he is making a
having students involved in 'real
movie v e r s i o n of "Babylon
world' projects such as this one.
Store herbs and spices
Mote1,"using one hundred students
Additionally, Celanese gave them a
tightly covered in a cool,
in the cast and crew.
"no holds barred" creative opdark place. When they no
He hopes to show the film in the
longer have a pungent aroportunity which was judged by fashsame auditorium from which his
ma, it is time t o replace
ion editors,"stated Jack Hyde, conplay was banned.
t h e m . Buy in s m a l l
sulting head of the menswear design
quantities.
Moreover, the local publicity genand marketing department of F.I.T.
erated by the incident has been
The winner of the Celanese
invaluable to him, he added. Some
Creative Design Award was Tim

Reukauf of Spencerport, NY with
his creative interpretation of a
nurse's uniform. Titled "Balenciaga
Goes to the Hospita1,"this otherwise basic candystriper of Fortrel is
updated with a fluffy pouf. Tim dyed
the classic nurses blazer a cotton
candy pink and created all of the
accessories from thrift-shop buttons
and beads. Both garments from
Fashion Seal--easy to make, easy to
afford and fun to wear.

Also in the hospital mode, the
outfit on the right, was created by
Bari Schlosser of Amityville, NY.
Starting with a surgical gown and
pant from Best Hospital Supply,
Schlosser dyed everything black and
silk-screened a repeat of skulls-andbones. Various fabric patches added
color and texture to; the jacket
lapels and the pant legs. The perfect
coordinating acessory--a necklace
of spray-painted chicken bones.

The winners

Play

.,.,b'..

Other new design winners

I

Mother
B G,&Y NEWMAN

''~otxer
Like a born loser, I was born with
one purpose, known only to God.
Mother I hear you calling a small
child. . . Buggs, you say. . . a red
headed freckle face scoundral in a
little boy's way, he tosses his head
in a playful, lonely way a s he talks
to his football too big for this one.
Mother, I hear your beautiful
voice, your love for me. With a love
more than God could have ever
meant for one child alone, he runs to
her arms, tears in his eyes, reflecting a lonely, depressing life to
come, unknown to all concerned.
He comes home from his first
meeting with you and his teacher.
You know this lad is growing to be a
man in his own special way, different from the rest. He acts his
way through life, never being the
real playful little boy he was meant
to be. Always afraid of hurting
someone he loves, he is hurt time
and time again, called a Mama's
boy, a good child, even a deceiving
brat. Yes, he now knows himself.
life will be lonely.
Times he walked alone, talked to
himself and filed away all chances
for happiness deep within his heart.
Living on memories of life a s it was,
not knowing this, for his short life to
live, was the way it was planned for
him.
You nurse him through life, laugh
with him when in his haste to get to
the prom, he slips and falls only to

return to his feet covered from head
to foot with red clay. You cry with
him a s he loses his first love to
another, knowing there will be more
to come. ,You nursed him when he
was sick, and wiped his forehead the
night of his first bad c a r wreck.
Though bloody, scarred and broken,
he puts his a r m s around you with
great love no man has ever known.
You watch a s he plays his last few
years of football, talks of girls and
sports cars. Only a part of growing
up, you say, no not for this one. Why
you ask? Because every boy a t this
age feels he has everything to live
for, and all the world to conquer.
He seems happy, but from where
in the dark of the night when all
others have turned in do these tears
fall? A lonely little boy wishing for
what he can never even dream of
having again. He pretends to be
happy, a man of the world, a man he
was meant to be. You see him a s a
bright, sunny spot in everyone's life,
not knowing his heart is bursting
from grief.
You think back now on the nights
you got wet watching him play
football in the rain and growing ever
so angry yet worried a s the hours
drug by from his appointed time to
return home from that date. You
see tears, scares, smiles, pain and
love in this little guy a s he grows.
You think back to the day he went
off to play soldier, not knowing how
lonely every passing hour of his life
(See MOTHER, Page 18)

Speck of life examined
By TZENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
As I clean out the outside utility
room sink, a minute speck scurries
across the counter and hides behind
a sponge. I take my magnifying
g l a s s from the bottom drawer,
move the sponge and examine the
"speck" underneath the magnifying
glass.
The "speck" is a tiny, tiny spider,
perfect in every detail, Its body is
divided into two parts, a united head
and thorax, called the
cephalothorax, and the abdomen.
Attached to the head is a stong
pair of fangs o r chelicerae. Behind
them is a pair of pedipalpi, often
spined, used for grasping. Next I see
four pair of walking legs. The
swollen round abdomen is joined to
the cephalothorax by a narrow
waist and comes to a sharp point a t
the end.
The abdomen of this little
creature bears spinnlng organs. The
openings to the breathing organs,
the anal opening and the reproductive pores a r e on the under side on
the abdomen.
The spider's eyes a r e on top ot its
head. Because its sense of sight is
poor, it cannot see an object a s big
as I a m . However, a spider's sense
of touch is very strongly developed
and although it does not smell or
hear in the same way that many
other animals do, it can sense that I

a m present.
What a miracle of life. The living
creature is the size of a calcium
deposit in my little fingernail, yet it
is complete in every detail and
capable of performing all of its
instinctual rituals. The tiny spider is
programmed like a micro-chip computer.
This little spider is a survivor.
Soon after it emerges from its mother's silken egg sac, it is possessed
by a strange wanderlust. The brave
creature trails a dragline thread
wherever it goes covering the counter with silken lines.
I consider how helpless human
babies a r e after birth. A baby would
not survive out on its own like this
baby spider does. What force inspires this little creature to live?
Can it be that the forces of nature
alone give it the desire to live?
God was prejudiced when he designed the little spider. I t is born
knowing everything it needs to know
about how to survive and is ready to
take on the world.
Humans, on the other hand, a r e
born with memories erased, forgetting everything they may have
learned before they c a m e to earth.
Maybe humans, too, a r e "programmed" before they a r e born, to
know exactly what course they will
take and what dragline trail they
will leave behind. The helpless state
in which we arrive in this cruel

world makes it impossibk to use
any previous knowledge we may
have had, and by the time we can
use it, the knowledge has long since
been forgotten o r suppressed in the
back of our souls.
The little spider and I a r e both
two miracles of God. Both of our
bodies a r e complete and take c a r e
of themselves internally involuntarily. The spider has nothing to
learn in this world, but it does not
have a brain.
I c a m e into this world not knowing so God gave m e a brain to figure
things out. I envy the spider who has
no reason to ask questions. Its existence on earth is just a s important
a s mine. It holds its significant link
in the food chain, ensuring that all
species of life will continue to prosper.
And what is m y significance? Do I
have a link or a purpose in this life?
Maybe the spider has more of a
reason to exist than I do.
Man tears down nature-and destroys thousands of minute lives to
build his selfish worlds. The lives
destroyed cannot comprehend the
force destroying them. A spider
accepts its death a s part of life.
How could I be so arrogant to
think that I a m the ultimate form of
life? The spider might think so
because it cannot perceive anything
else. Maybe I might think so be-

(See SPECK, Page 18)
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The Cantbeclear
Bakkers involved in campus funding
JAX STATE --- The Chanticleer
has uncovered that the funds for
Hugh Merrill Hall came from the
PTL Club, formerly led by Jim and
Tammy Faye Bakker. Many students have wondered why the steeple was put on top of the church-like
structure but now the truth has been
uncovered.
One faculty member, who wishes
to remain anonymous, sells Tammy
Faye cosmetics and says that secret
funding f o r "The M e r r i l l
ProjectUcame from the PTL Club.
The eventual hope was that the
building would become a meeting
place for the wealthy and simpleminded and provide a start for the
planned ski resort for preschoolers
called Bakker's Winter Wee-treat.
This ski resort would be erected
where the present fire tower is now.
It would try to create a Christian
atmosphere for preschool ski experts in the one million and up
income range.
Also in the future plans was one of
the now-famous Tammy Faye Drugstores which offer thecomplete line
of Jim and Tammy Faye products.
The most famous product is, of
course, the Tammy Faye cosmetic
line but there are many other products available such as Jim's SureStlck Hairspray, Tammy's Tranquilizers and the complete line of
Jim's Mistress, the new lingerie line
introduced last week.
The stores are elaboratly decorated with pink carpet, crystal
chandeliers and feature a large

eve.
These plans were shattered two
weeks ago when Jerry Falwell became commander-in-chief of the
PTL ministry. The future of the ski
resort a s well as many other
projects state-wide may suffer from
the Falwell takeover.
Rumor is that Falwell will cut all
of the PTL pet projects and seriously redesign the future expentures of
that organization.
Many Alabamians a r e up in arms
because of the change in leadership.
"I feel a s if I were left orft in the
cold to die! "said Verna Ottwell of
Franklin Junction.
" They promised me a job, and I
mean to have it!" exclaimed Ozzwald Gorsnitch of Grovers Corners.
The opinion of most of the future
employees was summed up in the
statement made by Prunellie Warefield of Grinders Fork.
" I hope he (Falwell) gets hit by a
manure truck since he is so full of
it! "she yelled.
Why a r e these followers of the
Bakker's so mad? The reason is not
the absence of the duo from daily
television, but the loss of future
jobs. Some of these jobs were to be
in Tammy Faye's Drugstores and
the planned ski resort, but most
were to come from the planned
amusement park, racetrack and
casino. The amusement park was to
be located ironically also in Jacksonville a t Germania Springs. The
park was to be called Six Chapters

$1,

,,,
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The ~akker'snew retirement home
Pool and Jeremiah's Free Jump. In
the way of restaurants the offerings
would have included Eve's Apple
Fritters and Other Pastries and The
Pharoh's Deep Fried Frog Legs and
Other Middle Eastern Favorites.
To compete with the new Birmingham Turf Club the Bakkers had
planned to open a racetrack in Atlanta to be named Jezebel's Jump
and feature the new horse racing
championship called the Disci leship Derby.

bama.
These future job opportunities
and future tax dollars have been
noticed by Goverrior Guy Hunt and
he has petitioned the PTL council to
go ahead with their plans. These
efforts would make Jacksonville
grow like never before and provide
many part-time student jobs. As for
Merrill Hall, anyone interested in
buying Tammy Faye cosmetics
please stand in the lobby of the
and
HALLELUJAH!.

The most important of all the
projects seems to have been the
i n v e s t m e n t of Atlantic City
boardwalk property to erect the
Christian Casino Whlch wr)uld provide "Gambling in a Christian atmosphere."
All proceeds from these gambling
establishments would be used for
religious puposes. These actions
would include the building of Christian amusment parks in New Delhi,
Bangledesh, Calcutta and Opp, Ala-

Birds "drop" in yesterday
for brief but messy visit

BY Y,OR SMAILLIW
class, and felt something wet drip- possibly
for
Cantbeclear Junior Editor
ping from the sky' I thought it was
the spring. Though the attack lasted
rain at first, then 1 Saw the birds.
Jacksonville State University had
for only a few
i t had a
Luckily, I had my umbrella with lasting effect, he
a look of total chaos yesterday
me."
evening, after a deadly cloud of
"Not one building on campus was
Others were
black birds converged on campus,
so lucky. Sue spared, And it seems as if the birds
Blue; a fashion major from Robdropping eggs and defecating on
deliberately went a f t e r the most
insville, Ga., says she had a brand
hundreds of surprised students.
expensive
cars,.- Ray said,
new dress totally ruined when she
The flock of birds, which accordthat the university will
R~~
was trapped on the Quad
theing to eyewitnesses numbered in the
know what to do, in case a fresh
thousands, attacked the campus
onslaught of the birds. The surprise
also sent dozens Of other
the
around noon, a time when student
students scattering for cover.
traffic is at its busiest.
bama
National
Guard
and
use the
According to University spokes"It was horrible,"said Joe low,
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Everybody smile and say "cheeseburger"

Chris Miller Photo
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Students attempting to use crosswalk to Brewer Hal
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Mudsucker honored for his talents
By NEVETS NOSNIBOR
Cantbeclear Junior Editor
Asa B. A. Mudsucker was recently selected as regional cowchip eating champion after reportedly eating two hundred and thirty-five of
the "processed" delights. Although
thrilled to have won, Mudsucker
was unavailable for comment after
the event due to a strange sickness
in the abdominal cavity which sent
him screaming into the men's room
at Joe's Gas and Grill (eat there and
get gas).
Mudsucker's mother, Maudine
Mudsucker, was extremely excited
about her son's win.
"I ain't never in mah entahr life
seen mah baby do so good. I really
ain't surprised though 'cause he's
always had a hankerin' fey chips of
all kinds." she said.

A graduate of Podunk High school
and Wassamatta U., Mudsucker is
presently employed by Jose's Dare
Do Hair where he is working a s
brush and blow director.
While in college, Mudsucker was
a member of I Phelta Thi fraternity
and was a big brother to I Tappa
Keg sorority.

Maudine Mudsucker stated that
her son's long range goals a r e to
settle down with a nice woman and
hopefully cut his addictive habit
down to two cowchips per day. She
added that Mudsucker is presently
seeking professional help for his
strange love for "processed" food.
A celebration party has been
scheduled in Mudsucker's honor,
although at press time he was still
locked in the restroom making
strange animal noises.

Maudine and Asa Mudsucker

Happy belated April Fool's!

And you thought we would have the April Fool S issue yesterday!
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'Curse You, Jack Dalton' begins run tonight
CYNDI OWENS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Today the drama department begins its next production, entitled,
"Curse You. Jack Dalton."
The show is unique in many ways.
First of all, the set is built from
lumber from an old house.
"We a r e using lumber from a
house that is about 120 to 140 years
old, and it is just beautiful It has
been donated to the department. Joe
Read of Read Building Supply made
the donation. It was his wife's
grandmother's old house,"Carlton
Ward said.

David Keefer, the set designer,
described the set a s a "stage on a
stage." The set is a combination
western bar and dance hall, and has
a stage.
"The way they did shows was to
book touring drama troops to put on
a show. But before the show, they
would have local talent come in and
do an olio, which was the predecessor to vaudeville The first half of
the play is the olio taking place in
the bar. The second act is going to
be the melodrama," Keefer explained.
Alice Morton, director and costumer, further explained what an
olio is and what function it serves.
"Olios can be made of anything
you want. There will be lots of
songs, a few jokes, a few dances, a
poetry recitation, and a can-can.
There will be songs of that particular period, and music of the 1960's
and 1970's It's a stewpot, and you
can throw in anything you have
around. The olio is basically to

warm up the audience and entertain
them before the melodrama,"
Morton said.
Dennis Poss, one of the performers in the olio, explained his
part.
"I a m doing one of the few socalled 'serious' roles. It is serious,
but yet it will be humorous. I will be
giving a tear-jerking recitation. I
will also be in the chorus of several
songs," Poss stated.
Lee Pope, who was last seen in
"H.M.S. Pinafore," has several
roles in this production.

"I a m stage manager. In the olio,
I sing one song and I a m understudying ... for one of m y favorite
Judy Garland songs, and on Saturday night I sing that part,"Pope
explained.
Another thing that is outstanding
about the show is that it is going to
b e done a s a n o l d - f a s h i o n e d
melodrama would have been done in
the past.
"We a r e trying to do it a s historically accurate a s possible,"
Ward stated.
"The cowboys and gamblers a r e
going to be sitting watching the
show, so they a r e going to be cheering the good guy and hissing a t the
bad guy. We'd like the audience to
get involved. We a r e trying to get
them a s involved in the show a s
possible," Keefer said.
"Every show we do is very different from the last one. That is the
fun part of this set. It is so adaptable. It is very different from the
last show," Keefer concluded.

hl ikc Roberts, Tara Bennett and Alan Payne

England wins Sigma Tau Delta's short story writing contest

L~lglatlci
By TZENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Vincent England, a senior graduating with honors, is the winner of
Sigma Tau Delta's short story writing contest with his entry entitled
"Scale." England is obtaining a
degree in political science with a
minor in business and technical
writing. He was awarded a $25 cash
prize.
Originally from Alabama, England moved around during his school
years and graduated from high
school in Missouri. Upon graduation
from high school, he enlisted in the
navy for four years. After attending
Northeast Missouri State University, he transferred to JSU three

years ago. England has been married for almost two years, and he
and his wife. Margo, have one
daughter. Rachel.
England's story is about a young
boy going through a very awkward
stage in his life because he is overweight. England has delightfully
written the story in first person
from the boy's point of view. The
observences and comments made
reflect the humorous frankness of
adolescents. The details leading up
to the main event a r e very well
thought through.
England said the idea for the
story was the result of an event that
happened when he was just 6 or 7
years old.
"It was quite an experience."
England said.
England and some of his friends
had gone with his mother to visit her
friend. They walked down the neighborhood sidewalks and his mother
went inside.
"We got into her friend's car and
I was the driver. I pulled the gear
not knowing and we started rolling
down the hill. Then we were on our
way," England said.
According to England, the story is
"heavily padded with fiction for
fiction's sake."
England became interested in
writing in the summer of 1985 because ,that was one thing he could

, , , . . , , * . , . * . ~ . % ~ . * ~ ' ~ - - +

not do.
"The reason I decided to write
was because I didn't know how, and
when I don't know how to do something. I take it a s a personal
challenge. I try to learn until I've
constructed a formula of how to do
something right," he said.
England spent that entire summer teaching himself to write. He
read all about writing and began
keeping a journal while he was still
working.
"I saw the need to express myself
because I'm a loner, and with writing, I found a source of expression, a
highly private form of expression,
but it gets the job done." he said.
When England was notified that
he won the contest, he was very
excited.
"With a contest, of course, when
you enter one you don't expect to
win. Well. 1 don't any way. So when
I found out. I was very surprised and
flattered - with flattered being the
controlling word." England said.
England plans to continue writing
and wants to take it more seriously.
"I think that taking things m o r e
seriously is something I've learned
to do since the Navy," England
said.
He said he intends to break into
short story writing and develop into
a novelist. However, he said that he
will only do this a s a hobby outside

.

of his military career. AS f a r a s the
future, England has high goals.
"I see myself a s a career officer
in addition to being a published
author. I want to break into being a
novelist after I get m y writing down
pat," he said.
England is a second lieutenant in
the a r m y in Military Intelligence
and a f t e r graduation will start
school in F t . Huachuca, Arizona, for
the Officer Basic Course with emphasis in Military Intelligence.
England sees his wife a s the
motivating factor in his writing.
"Margo is a highly motivational
factor in m y writing. She encourages m e with it and also edits
it. She is very s m a r t and is a very
good writer with a sharp eye. She
also pushes m e and she really encouraged m e to be in the contest,"
England said.
With so many other career alternatives, England chose to major in
political science because on a personal level, England describes
himself a s the kind of person who
looks for underlying motives, reasons. and the causal effects from a
deeper level. He feels that politics
gives h i q that understanding of the
motives of different actions and the
psychological reasons.
"Writing also gives you that understanding. I think that people a r e
a s different a s the different'shapes

of the trees. I don't stereotype or
label people but try to understand
them and sympathize with them. I
don't ridicule or pre-judge," England said.
He believes the key to understanding anyone is to first understand yourself.
"I do a lot of introspection. Writing is a type of therapy, a bringing
out of myself. You put a little bit of
yourself into every piece you write
personality-wise, and every piece is
an individual, just a s the trees, and
just a s people," he said.
England believes differences a r e
important in life.
"I like differences. I think the
more differences there a r e , the
more variety there is and the more
interesting life is. Observing people,
their actions and situations, helps
you to understand yourself. Writing
is the outcome of observations, ultimately," England said.
In addition to being an Honor's
Graduate, England is secretary of
Sigma Tau Delta, a JSU Who's Who,
and a military graduate honoree.
"The confidence that I have a s an
individual in a broader sense is
definitely attributed to m y parents.
More specifically, other than m y
wife and m y daughter, I want to
thank JSU and the English department for their cooporation and their
help,"England concluded.
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Beam's 'Pastoral' takes first place in contest
"When I was younger, I used to go
out and stay with m y grandmother
while m y parents worked and during the summer I would sit on the
front porch and look out over the
field. Someone would usually be
plowing or working in the field, but
now, m y grandparents a r e getting
older, and nobody takes c a r e of the
field anymore,"Beam said.

Beam
By TZENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Alan Beam, a sophomore majoring in math with a minor in creative
writing, is the winner of Sigma Tau
Delta's poetry contest with his entry entitled "Pastoral."
Only in his second semester a t
JSU, Beam took accelerated college
courses in high school and CLEPed
the majority of his freshmen curriculum. He graduated from Clay
County High School in Ashland.
Beam got the idea for his poem
sitting on the front porch of his
grandmother's house .

Beam said he made some observations about what he had seen
and wrote the poem.
"I miss the country, I guess. F o r
years, I had planned to leave the
South a s soon a s I could. But the
more I travel, the m o r e I miss the
beauty of the country in the South,"
Beam said.
Beam has always been interested
in writing and began telling stories
to entertain his friends a s a little
boy.

"I always told stories. I have a
wild imagination so I would m a k e
up sto-ies and tell m y friends,"
Beam said.
He became interested in poetry
and said he has had really good
teachers who have helped him and
encouraged him with his writing.

Beam wrote on his high school
newspaper staff and his senior year
in high school he instigated a litera r y magazine in his high school to
"give people in school the opportunity to display their talent."
Beam enjoys reading everything
and, a s he puts it, "anything I can
get m y hands on, but especially
poetry and short fiction. I get m o r e
out of fiction."
Beam definitely intends to keep
writing. His plans a r e to transfer to
the University of Alabama next fall
and change his major to International Relations-English with a minor a creative writing.
"It would be very nice to pursue a
career in writing, but I guess it's not
very practical. I have this great
dream of maybe being a playwright
on Broadway, but I'll probably end
up being a businessman in a three.pi.ece suit carrying a briefcase,"
Beam said.
Beam says he has not had a s
much time to write a s he would like.
"I have so many ideas running
around in m y head and sometimes
they find their way on paper and
sometimes they don't," Beam said.
Beam considers himself a shy
person and finds that writing lets
him express his inner-most feelings
more freely.

Beam has had several poems and
stories published before. During
high school, he m a d e a n entry to the
University of Alabama Bridge Magazine, -a collection of writings of
rural life.
In his poem, Beam says he misses
those long, hot s u m m e r days in the
country a t his grandmother's house.
"I miss the twilight, the quiet. I

plan to spend two weeks In the
country this summer. I just can't
live without it.
How does he feel about winning?
"I was pretty thrilled. As a matter of fact, I jumped up and down. I
really didn't expect to win anything," Beam said.
Beam was awarded a $25 cash
prize.

Pastoral
settled road.

I sit on m y grandmother's porch,
looking
out over the lower fields lying
unkempt,
flowery with honeysuckle and
blackberry briars,
harboring a family of partridges
and the whitening

"Your grand-daddy should be
home soon," she
says, then strolls like a dowager
empress back
into the cool shadows.

bones of a fieldmouse. The wind
through
the dogwood where Grandmother
once found the bird's
nest, pushes a t the ancient sweetgum, rattles the

Cat
lawn, fleeing

dark pines. She emerges from the
blackness of the
house and stands beside a bright
column, shading
her eyes to look down the long-

A bluejay hollers from the peach
tree around
the corner; I turn to watch a
shadowless tom

the heat,
bumblebees

the
Over

the

hum

of

chasing butterflies, a
hymn comes and the
wind gathers quietly, waiting
topple the
staunch sweetgum

Extras bring energetic rock-n-roll to Brother's
By C. A. ABERNATHY
Chanticleer Staff Writer
The E x t r a s were back a t
Brother's with their energetic
youthful brand of rock-n-roll. The
music varies from "Hard Day's
Night" and "You Can't Do That" by
the Beatles, "All The Day, All The
Night" by the Kinks. "Devil With A
Blue Dress On'' by Mitch Ryder,
"Don't Get Me Wrong" by the Pretenders. "Pride !In The Name Of
Love)"bv 1;2, "Behind The Wall Of
Sleep" by the Smithereens. and
.'Coming Up C!ose"a
beautiful
ballad by Ti1 Tuesday. 4 moderate.
but lively crowd cheered the band
on. sang and danced to their favorite
songs
The band started in Auburn three
years ago and Billy Gallant (formerly with Revolver) re-joined the

Mask and Wig
comedy night
BY CYNDI OWENS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
The Mask and Wig Drama Club is
sponsoring "Amateur Comedy
Night" April 2, 9 and 16 a t Katz in
Jacksonville.
"The competitions on April 2 and
9 will be for the preliminaries. First
place winners on those nights will
each receive $25. First, second and
third place finishers from each
night will return for the final competition on April 16, wit,h the winner
receiving $50," E r i c Key, president
of the club, said.
The competition will begin between 10-10:30 p.m. Judges will likely be members of the faculty.
Original material is preferred.
Material may either be presented a s
a monologue, or groups may present
skits. Groups a r e limited to five
members.
Applications a r e available a t
Katz, or may be picked up in room
339 Stone Center. Entry fees for the
competition a r e $3 per person or $5
for a group.

group in January. Many of the members have been playing around 10
years and expect to release a n
original single in a month o r so. The
Extras' song list includes several of
their own songs:"I Wanna Be The
One," "Jealousy." and "All Over
Town". Band m e m b e r s inc1ude:Alice Bargeron, lead vocals,
!some keyboards, guitar and b a s s ) ;
Chip Snow, bass, vocals; Billy
Gallant, lead guitar. vocals: Lee
Bargeron, keyboards, vocals, and
some guitar: and Sam Wilson,
drums The crew is Steve Oliver, on
sound and his brother Mike Oliver
on lights
If you caught their show in January. you had the chance to hear
final show with Barry Reid on lead
guitar. His brother Jimmy Reid, on
vocals, along with J i m m y Grevas on
bass. were guest players on an
awesome
of ..I Will ~ ~
low.' by ~ 2 ~. 0 t hJimmy Reid and
~i~~~ G~~~~~ are with an area
band called Beat F e e t , The audience
loved it.
Alice Bargeron's powerful vocals
soar on "Over The Hills And F a r
Away" by Led Zeppelin,"Roxanne" ,
by the Police, "Precious" by the
Pretenders, Cheap Trick's "Dream
Police" : and a r e complimented by

Lee's crisp, vocal harmony on "It's
Your Birthday" by the Beatles,
"Radio F r e e Europe-and "Superman" by R.E.M. Lee Bargeron's
crystal clear vocals, a r e spotlighted
on songs by Cheap Trick, "Ain't
That A Shame", "Ticket To Ride"
by the Beatles, "Brown Sugar" by
the Rolling Stones, "Suffregate
City" by David Bowie, "This Time"
by INXS, and "Blister In The Sun"
by Modern English.
Chips Snow's take-charge, no-nonsense vocals were a crowd pleaser
on ',Keep Your Hands To Yourself"
2 lean, rocking song by the Georgia
Satelites, "I'm Not Your Steppin'
Stone" by the Monkees. ,'Don't
Change". "Wild 'Thing", "Should I
Stay Or Should I Go". and "What I
Like About You" by the Romantics.
All the band is featured during a
medly of 60's songs, which includes
songs
1 - by the Monkees, .'Somebody-by Jefferson Airplane, the
Beatles, and .'She's Just A Woman"
by Led Zeppelin. Sam Wilson plays

for the band is their dedication; and
the smooth, but powerful playing of
their lead guitarist, Billy Gallant.
He returned to The E x t r a s when

li
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The Extras m a y be returning
soon, and they invite everyone out
for a great time. This is a band not
to be missed.

JACKSONVILLE

Alpha Phi Alpha
ÿ he brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha
are planning a trip to Knoxville,
Tennessee, on March 27. The
brothers will be attending an annual
regional convention, which is scheduled to last throughout the weekend.
Congratulations go out to Casey
Holloway, who will be graduating
this spring. Holloway plans to go
into the field of investigation. Other
congratulations a r e extended to Reginald Richardson, who will be getting married during the month of
June.
The little sisters of Alpha Phi
Alpha recently presented a fashion
show to raise money for the trip to
Tennessee. The fashion show was
also a service project with canned
goods being collected a t the door.
Other events scheduled a t a later
date include a scavenger hunt and
several c a r washes. The dates of
these events will be posted.

Zeta Delta Phi
The Ladies of Essence of Zeta
Delta Phi Sorority, Inc. would like
to thank all of the Greek organizations that participated in their very
first April Fool's Toga party held in
the Leon Cole Auditorium last night.
Five dinners from Cecil's, a Beaslie
Boys cassette tape, Janet Jackson's
single, "Let's Wait A While", Jody
Watley's single, "I'm Looking For a
New Love" and a large pizza, keychain and cups from Domino's were
given away. The Zetas would like to
thank D o m i n o ' s , C e c i l ' s a n d
Walmart, Inc. for sponsoring the
prizes.
Congratulations a r e in order for
Renata Prater who is pledging this
semester. The Big Sisters would
like to encourage her to stick with
it, because it will be worth it.
Tabitha Datcher and Tracie Lee
recently participated in a spring
fashion show sponsored by the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and the
Alpha Sweethearts and the Masonic
Order.
The Zetas will be extremely busy

next month with all kinds of
projects to help raise money for
Muscular Distrophy. The dates of
these projects will be in next week's
issue.

Delta Zeta
Happy Birthday to Delta Zeta! On
Thursday, March 26, 1987, the
Lambda Gamma chapter here a t
Jacksonville State turned ten years
old.
A rush party was held in the
basement of Fitzpatrick on Wednesday, March 25, for any girls interested in finding out about Delta
Zeta and it was a great turnout.
Thanks to everyone who c a m e to the
party and to those Dee Zees who
worked so hard on the preparations
of food. decorations, and the skit. It
was a great job!
Congratulations to Angie Hilsenbeck, Jenny Wright. April Dillard
and Jenny Southerland. These girls
a r e going to be initiated into the
sisterhood of Delta Zeta in April.
To all the fraternities that participated in Greek Week last week,
congratulations! Everyone looked
great.
The Tahiti Sweetie Tenth Anniversary party and Kilarney Rose
Formal held last weekend were
fantastic. With all the DZ's bringing
a date and a friend to Friday night's
party, everyone had a great time
dancing and getting to know each
other. Saturday night's formal
lasted into the wee hours and everyone enjoyed a great steak dinner
and a delightful evening,

Phi M u
'The sisters of Phi Mu held their
first annual sisterhood retreat iast
weekend a t Sandestin Beach Resort
in Destin, Florida. Their bus left
Sparkman a t 3 p.m and they a r rived in Destin a t 9 p.m. The girls
went to Harbor Docks after arriving
to eat and dance to the band. After a
long day on the beach, the Phi Mus
traveled down C30-A outlet to the
world reknowned Seaside Beach and
community. After another day of

sun on Sunday, the girls returned
safely home. Phi Mu would like to
thank Jamie Masters for planning
and organizing the retreat.
Last Wednesday night, the Phi
Mus and the Sigma Chis had a White
Wedding mixer. After four couples
were unofficially married by Rev.
Randy Vice, a punk rock reception
was held a t the house and the two
groups rocked all night.
Phi Mu and P i Kappa Phi a r e
getting together tonight for their
fourth annual Toga mixer.
Congralutions to Michele Molpus
and Chem Proctor who a r e P i Kapp
little sisters of the month.
Congratulations to J a m i e Masters
and Tzena Gibbs who were named
Outstanding Young ~ o m & n of
America for 1986.
Julie Bolton has been very busy
planning the upcoming closed weekend April 10-12. The Phi Mus will
paint their hall and begin tryouts
and practice for fall rush. Also.
plans will be made for the new
decor of their chapter room.
On Sunday night, April 12. Mrs.
Shirley Reed, chapter advisor. is
having an honorary dinner for Phi
Mu's graduating seniors
Phi Mu is also looking forward to
their mixer with Kappa Alpha on
April 16.

Alpha Xi Delta
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta and
their dates enjoyed a fun-filled evening a t the Rose Cotillion Formal.
The band "Newboys"provided excellent entertainment and everyone
had a great time. Various awards
were presented. and Scarlett Mayhall was chosen a s sister of the
year.
On T h u r s d a y b e f o r e S p r i n g
Break. Alpha Xi and Slgma Chi
teamed up for an autograph mixer.
The Fuzzies had a great time and we
a r e looking forward to working with
Sigma Chi in the years to come.
Thanks for a great mixer!
Congratulations to Pledge of the
Week Beth Pruitt. Pledge of the

Mother
(Continued From Page 10)
was spent.
He grieved for that call of Buggs,
he missed that brother which he
loved dearly but hardly saw. Yes, he
missed so much and had so little.
His family, his friends, that one
special girl he could never really
forget.

~ d s ,dear God, this little red
headed freckle faced baby is gone,
his dreams have come true, his soul
is yours and with it a sparkle in his
eyes that once had been drenched
with tears. A happiness, a never
ending happiness, that was meant to

be but never was until now. He
whispers soft melodies a t night to
ease his mothers tears a s she had
once done for him. She knows she is
not alone, she sings her sons songs
with him anticipating the day of
their reunion and forever their love.

My lonely little red headed
freckled face boy could no longer
take the pain of loneliness. He now
lives in a world with a heart eased
of all its pain, frustrations, but most
of all, its loneliness.

Speck
(Continued From Page 10)
cause my own senses cannot perceive anything beyond m y earthly
limitations.
Atoms a r e the building blocks of
the spider, of m y body, and of all
matter in the universe.
The distance between the atoms
in my body is exactly proportional
to the distance between the stars,
just a s the distance between the
atoms in the spider.
Just a s I a m too large for the
spider to perceive a s a whole, so a r e
the heavens and the s t a r s too large
for m e to perceive them as a whole.
Yet I know they a r e there.
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No. 3 Public Square
laclrsonville

Week for March 16 was LeeAnn
Freeman.
Alpha XI is excited about the
mixer with the men of Delta Chi
tonight. Everyone is looking forward to a great time. Several sisters from the Epsilon P i chapter
will be attending the province convention in Atlanta this weekend.
Good luck to all!

Sigma N u
The brothers, pledges, and little
sisters of Iota Lambda chapter have
recently returned to Jacksonville
after their formal in Lexington.
Virginla. The festivities began on
Thursday. March 19, with a warmup party until midnight. The party
continued on a bus until Friday
when
in Lexington.
...--thev arrived
Upon their return, everyone told of
the great time they had a t the
birthplace of Sigma Nu.
Greek Week began last week and
everyone had a great time in the
competitions. Greek Week ended
with a massive party a t the National
Guard Armory in Jacksonville with
the band Tomboy providing the entertainment.
The Nus a r e gearing up their
community projects in a big way.
On Tuesday. March 24. the brothers
participated in a square dance with
some local Girl Scouts with everyone having a good time learning to
square dance.
On April 4. the brothers will be
holding a road block to raise money
for charity. Later in April. the
Sigma Nus will be hosting an Easter
Egg Hunt for local area
The date of this event will be forthcoming.
The Triad Party is coming up in
about a week. The Nus hope that
everyone has been preparing for the
arrival of this event. This party
should prove to be the event of the
century for Jacksonville, and with
any luck, this town is going to rock
-d

-

like it has never rocked before!
The Triad . . . it is almost here!

Pi Sigma Chi
The brothers and little sisters of
P i Sigma Chi a r e looking forward to
Spring Fling 1987, April 3-5 a t F t .
Walton Beach, Florida. Everyone is
very excited about the trip and
looking forward to sharing the
weekend together.
Congratulations to all the winners
of Greek Week events. The week
was fun and provided a chance for a
little friendly competition among
the fraternities.
The brothers a r e anxiously awaiting their upcoming mixer with the
sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha. The
theme is "Surprise Mixer" and is
sure to be a b!azt.

Zeta Tau Alpha
The sisters of ZTA would like to
thank the men of Pi Kappa Phi for
the wonderful mixer last Thursday
night in which the theme was Jungle
II. Also, the ladies send out a special
thanks to KA for the great Country
Club mixer last Tuesday night.
Next week, the ZTA's a r e getting
together for a Beach Party mixer
with the brothers of Delta Chi.
Next weekend is the big weekend
the Zeta's have been waiting for all
year. They are having their White
Violet Formal with a weekend
celebration. The Swinging Richards
will be performing tove$ertain the
and their dates for the formal.
Friday night, the mAjs will ve
having a formal
dinner and banquet
at the carriage H~~~
in
niston, On Saturday night, they will
to solid ~ ~ here
l in
d town for a
&nce and party with The Swinging
Richards.
Congratulations to Missy Smith
who is Social Bunny of the Week,
Karen Hunt who is member of the
week and to Brooke Kent who is
pledge of the week.
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Gamecocks take two from Hawks
B? THOMAS BALLENGER
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The Gamecocks of Coach Rudy Abbott got back on
the wlnnlng track last Frlday a s JSU swept a
doubleheader from vlslt~ngShorter College, wlnnlng
game one 7-5 and taklng the n ~ g h t c a oby the score 01
4-2
In the opener the Gamecocks boltea out of the gate
qulckly Leadoff hltter J l m Karanassos h ~ the
t flrs:
pltch over the r ~ g h centerf~eld
t
wall fo; a solo homer
Second hitter Jon Underwood duplicated Karanassos
homer by taking Shorter pitcher Shane Pendley's
fourth delivery home deep to right for a 2-0 Gamecock
lead.
Shorter notched a run in the second, on a mammotkn
solo homer by catcher Dave Vincent. Still, JSU led 2-:.
Shorter took a 4-2 iead in the third inning, a s
Gamecock starter Mark Eskins was touched up by the
Hawks. Baron Baker led off by striklng out, but the
ball eluded catcher Marty Lovrich, and by the time
Lovrich recovered, Baron had beaten the throw. k
walk and two 1,hVildpitches put Hawks on the cornerb.
with no one out. The next four. Shorter hitters each
singled up the middle. and when the inning was over.
the Hawks had a 4-2 iead.
JSC' reclaimed the iead in the bottom of the third.
Jon Underwood singled with one out, and advanced to
second on a walk to Stewart Lee. Craig Daniels then
ripped a double over third, scoring Underwood. and
sending Lee to third. Larry. Doyle's single scored Lee.
and sent Daniels to third. With two out, secondbaseman Harold Ragsdale singled in Daniels, but h~
was caught in a rundown between first and second.
Still, it was a good inning for JSU, and after three
innings, Jax State led 5-4.
Eskins settled down, and appeared to be breezing to
a complete g a m e win, but he could not make it throug:.
the seventh frame. After retiring the first hitter.
Eskins hit Shorter's ninth hitter, brlnglng the top oi
the Hawk order up wi!.h the tying run on first base. >.
walk to the Shorter leadoff man brought S:ese Liennet,
to t!ie plate with ihe ryjng run a t second Dase. Bennei:
then lined a slng!e t o ?enter. scoring the runner, a n , '
tytng up tne game. X s ~ ~ hi:
n s another batter. ioad~r!
the ~ a s e sberorc
,
Coa:::! Abbott broughi in Joe ioria.rc

Chnlhciper 6epnl11rE:dilur
Tne jacksorli~!~: 52: ha5~;;ll
program ulil recrlve ; hll: boos;
next year wllh fat. cors:rlJction o" E.
new field
"Yes, 11 1s OLE intznt::,!: to piax,
baseball at the neu fiek ~ i e xyea:,"
t

11

JSU athletlc director Jerrg Cole
sac!.
University Field t h e current
h.
home of Jau Statc. bns+l'
"p".'"''
+,,F: ""
t'
4

.

5..

hitter

Induced

hlt

pltrhes>
a

lntO

PIa?.

G O 1 n Into
~
the botton' of the seventh, the "Ore
was
tied a i a->
After one out J~rnKaranassos singled to start the
seventtl lnnlng heroics After a strikeout of Jon
Underwood. Hawk hurler Pendlev faced JSII slugger
Stewart Lee a l t h the g a m e on the frne After worklng
the count to 2-0 Lee hlt a towerlng two-run homer to
leftcenter wlnning the game for Loria and the
GamecOcKs.
The win raised Loria's record to 1-1.
The hitting s t a r s of g a m e one were Jon Underwood
and 3irn Karanassos. each who contributed two hits.
G a m e two saw the Hawks break out to a n early 1-0
lead. In the third inning. Shorter scored once, after a
double by Kip Connally, to take the advantage
The Gamecocks scored four times in the fourth, a s
two Hawk miscues paved the way to the runs. Larry
Doyle led off with a walk. and advanced to second
after. a single by Ryan Griffith. Secondbaseman
Harold Ragsdale then singled. With no outs. JSL! had
the bases loaded. Catcher Ed Tredway grounded out,
forcing Ragsdale but scoring Doyle. Shortstop Robert
Lane then lifted a sacrifice fly to right, which scored
Griffith. With two outs. .Jim Karanassos stroked an
RBI single, scoring Tredway. After four innings of
play. JSU led 4-1.
Shorter cut the deficit to 4-2 a s Steve Turrentine led
off the fifth with a solo homer, which was the last time
the Hawks would score
Gamecock starter Todd Jones showed masterful
control in picking up the complete g a m e victory.
Jones, who is only a freshman. struck out eight, and
only allowed four bits in his seven inning performance.
Three Gamecocks collected two hits in the g a m e ,
.Karanassos, Griffith. and Ragsdaie.
The sweep cf Shorter raised the Gamecocks record
to 16-4 overs!!
.ISUS new: games will ~e Saturdaq a s they play host
i o TIE a e f e n d i n ~Llivision 11 champs. Troy State. 1'5,;.
iirsi Faint! of the i w ~ n h ~wil!
l l begln a t 2 p ni.. Sunda::
the Lami-c>ocicsi:osC Colun'bi:~ College ia;. a 1 . 3 1 i1.n.
slngie garri

hew baseba
E
.
, 'CHOWAS P,hLT,i:'Vk;EE

threw

end the

Steve Chew compiled a score of
557, and finished 12th out of 70
shooters. Steve Gary shot for a total
of 544, which placed him 16th in the
meet. Jason Pyle scored 541 pomts,
and placed nineteenth in the meet.
Other Gamecock shooters include
Pete Martin. 527 (28th place). Tlrri
-
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By THOMAS BALLENGER
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The Jax State tennis teams have
been busy in the past week and a
half with the women winning three
of five contests. but their male
counterparts were not a s fortunate
after losing all five matches.
Tine Lady Gamecocks started off
by hosting Tennessee - Martin. JSU
led 4-2 going into doubles action, but
bad weather prevented tife match
from being completed. Winning
singles matches for the ladies were
Natalie Heynysh, Lea Clayton,
Jamie Masters, and Kim Hamels.
Next up was the North Alabama
Invitational. The Lady Gamecocks
opened by losing a tough match to
the Lady Lions of UNA, 5 4 . Phyllis
Priest White claimed her match at
number one, winning a tnree set
encounter by the score of 7 4 in the
deciding set. Jamie Masters was the
other JSU singles winner, as she
won 6-2, 6-3. Going into the doubles
fray, JSU had to sweep to win the
match. However, that was not to be.
The top team of White and Sneri
Circle won 5-7, 6-4, 7-5, and tibe thire
team of Masters and K m Hmei::
also wor.. 6 4 , 6.2.But, inz secon:!
team eiluid not pull thro~igk! as UK.:
clalrnea the ovei-.ail w!:..
JS'L: stormed back the follcwrn~
riay ri! biast ',ile Lad:; Stacesnien oi
I)PIE State. ti-:. Wliite wor: !le,slngies match 6-1. 6 4 . Sher! i:1r~i..
fS!un~tie" n l nurnter two 5; t r c
"'\Ce u-i!! $3; at :ii<. nei: sit:. ri?);:
mtai:: of 6-3 7-5 Lea Claytop wor
:.:-as?:.
1,:: t-tk!!. 15 nos ta sav TLi:?:
(~y:!.vth!~;( xt:;:
~;?,isk;ed;>.I :ley, 1 t-t .hr1i!e Masters eased 01 n~
1iar;~r.
..,t,ir
., : tnir,i: i!ia; KI: x;ii; cc!:;lgier;- nppuiien: C-o, 6-! A P Km
war, i,\ tre count d &-1, 6-C Cc-,
tile Duiidini, in sxage, which inirr.:
d ~ u b l e stearr: u o~
pussitji:. take .:-4 years to finis::. ?A:- ids! <~an~ecocir
a Ihn i a d ~ ~dear15
s
dorni~aret
idea 1s to Finish the piaying sur:ac.:,and the d u g o ~ ~ tand
s , perhaps use IJelk Stare
hexi, ui? JSU wor;le!i bomued tn;
ternoorary seats for the :iexr seasoc.
Permanen: seats. a s well a s tht, ladtlec- from Freed - Hardexla; nT
dressing facilities could be added tne score of 7-2. White led the wa!
with a 6-1, 6-3 singies wm C l r c l ~
latc- " Co1.y $air.
.,- . .. ,, .
Glas&x, M a s t e ~ s and Hamel. mA
(

ti; bt. stiiizec: ::; oas;.&ii fatls.
Tne :!ew C<jT.c;pii+X ~;,.i:i tiax-,' a flcid
for baseball. cresslng r:ioriis tor I&:.

player';. a rchsered grandstand.
restroi;m and iiiilci facii~ties,and e

iield for the v;orne~?'s softball
program, which begins next year.
all of the builhng may
,. However.
L,,, fini2hpf ,iy tiyo ,for,
A
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Women win three,
men lose five matches

d on i~orizsr-,

iy by!!:
oil 'h..
l~iyc. .i?.il: r.na9:.

Collins is being transferred to
Leavenworth, Kansas.
The JSU rifle team finishes the
1987 season with a record of 8231
Two shooters, Steve Gary and Steve
Chew, were named All Gulf South
Conference
for
their
accomplishments this season

,,, , w , \ k a g b

,
,
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won their singles matchek as the
Lady Gamecocks clinrhed the
match win in the singles competition.
In doubles, the top team of White
and Circle won 6-2, 6-4. Also, the
second tandem of Natille Heynysh
and Clayton posted a 6-3, 64. vlctory.
Division I school Samford was
next for the Lady Gamecoc~s,ana
they responded with a 7-2 wm over
the Birmingham school.
White opened play with a 6 4 , 6-2
win at the top singles position. JSW
could win neither of the next two
spots, but number four seed Lea
Clayton ended the Samford run with
a 6 4 , 6-4 wm. Bottom two piayers,
J a m e Masters and Tara Downs
each posted wins for JSZ.
Jax State swept the doubles artion, a s the team of Masters and
Heynysh led the way with a 6-0, 6-2,
dormnation of their opponenz
The men's tennis team a d not
fare a s well a s the women a s the
~ ~ a m w o clost
h all fivo of their
matches
'I%t Uhn h o n s prOYidP\! opMslrlon for JSU, and t r 1 6 . ,Jamen
a-oppe6 a tough 5-4 t! .-islor tc
tberri TJ?iX won the firs; ta o sincles
snuts bur JSU won &it :ma' lour
nosruons. Greg Harlrle- vJor at
nunl'ner tbree by tile scor ct! 7 4 , :j
6-1 Keith Nix tr:~lt;~)heo
- ,h:
nurnuer tour bv the c o w . .I- ,-L
5.4 T\I~rnk:
f've player
4bbolkept t b tjSI
~ 1.311 going u- ,rining 7C-i Finally Rob Me!'!
wo~
at
I:%t singles spot, bx
;corep
of 34 7-5 5-4.,JS'LJ led 4.:
no l n t ~
doubles and only had ti. I A I ~ . onc
inore match ro cllnch lrni :%ir.
over
LW/i Rut. it dld not turr nu: tnz:
wa- .
Tne top team of Jim Etapan arrd
NIX 10s: 7-5, 7-5. The oairlng oE
McClxskev and Chra- Lrump
(%e,TENNW, Pago Z. . .

-.

I-.
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Gamecock back Terry Thomas plows through the middle of the defense

Burgess pleased with scrimmage

I

From the looks of things, the 1987 Jacksonv~lleState football geason
could be a great one.
Congratulations to two members of the JSU rifle team. Stew m e w
and Steve Gary were each named to the AlI-Gw rifle team. Chew is

a junior frm New Jersey, and Gary is a freshman from Texas,
Congratulations again to both of these fine Gamecock marksmen.

m

I

The baseball Gamecocks swept three games from Shorter #-?
this past weekend, winning two home games Friday, and capturhgo
road win Saturday. JSU seems to be breaking out of its sfump, and it
could not come at a better time. Saturday a f t e m , the Trw S W ?
Tmjans come to town for a twinbifl. TSU; the defe&@g GSC& w a r n
as I'ivision 11 champs, will provide a big test for Rudy Abbott's men.
The Gamecocks a r e 4-0 in GSC play, and a sweep of Troy d d go
along way in securing a berth in the GSC playoffs.

I

If Saturday's second scrimmage
of the sprlng IS any ~ndlcatlon.
Jacksonville State University head
football coach Bill Burgess ma!'
Once again have the luxury of having
two outstanding quarterbacks to
call on thls season

Senlor quarterback Pat White and
sophomore Steve Patrick were particularly impressive here Saturday
And although White led the White
team to a 24-12 victorv over the Red
he did not have ail the fun. &
additlon to gaining 75 yards rushing
on 13 carnes, Patrlck, a Pinson
Valley natlve, completed three of
four passes for 29 yirds, including a
28-yarder to freshman halfback
Ralph Johnson that set up one score.
White, a Bessemer native, gained
32 yards on 10 carries and hit on 5 of
10 passes for 115 yards.
"The good things today were the
lack of penalties and the play of our
quarterbacks. Pat White did an ex-

cellent
of running our offense,
and Steve Patrick Improved greatly
today." Burgess said.
But w hlle the quarterbacks
gamed Burgess' praise, the Jax
State defense did not White, Patrick and the rest of the Jax State
offense rolled up 412 yards rushing
and another 179 passing
"Defensively, we fell into the
same trap we have the past two
seasons We played well in s ~ u r t s .
but then we gaveup the big- .pl&.
" We
have to do a bette; job defenslvel~,
especially on third-and-long," he
said

The White team scored on a twoyard run from White, a Terry Thomas one-yard run, a 31-yard field goal
from Ashley Kay, and another twoyard run from Thomas.
Patrick directed the Red team to
a score, that on a Johnson two-yard
run, while third-team quarterback
Cecil Blount hit wide-out Darrell

Sanders from 19 yards out for the
other red touchdown
Sophomore fullback B r i a n
Stevenson led all rushers with 84
yards on 12 carries, includind a 42~ a r d e r followed
,
by Patrick with 75
on 13. freshman Greg Dragg with 59
On 9. and
with
On lo
carries
Ronnie Ol~ver,Kevin Blue, and
Johnson each hauled in two passes
"Th~s was the flrst time this
sprlng that we let our kickers perform under game situations. Overall, our kicking game was ragged. I
thought Ashley Kay did a good job,
but we have to lmprove our klcking
game if we are going to be a better
team," Burgess said.
Burgess also singled out Thomas
and offensive guard Joe Billingsley.
"Overall, the effort was good. We
had a good day to work, and we
learned a bit about going whan
we're tired. The effort is there and I
expect us to get better," Burgess
concluded.

Tennis
(Conpued From Page 19)
dropped a 6-3,6-2 decision. The final
doubles team of Abbott and Harley
fell to UNA, 6-2, 61. A golden opportunity for a win had gotten away.
Another tough loss befell the
Gamecocks next as they lost again

by the score 54,this time to West
Georgia. Second seed Chris Crump
started things well for JSU, as he
won his match 7 4 6 - 2 . Greg Harley
followed with a 4-6, 64, 6-1 victory.
The .only other singles win was

recorded by Bob McCluskey, as the
keshman won 7 4 6 4 .
Doubles again proved to be the
Gamecocks downfall, as the top two
JSU teams could not record wins.
(See TENNIS, Page 23)

West Georgia at JSU (Women's tennis) 3:00
GSC Invitational (Women's tennis)
Troy State at ~ s V ( 2 (Baseball)
)
1.00
ColuGbus college (Baseball) 1 :30
JSU at Berry College (Men's tennis) 2:00
JSU a1 Berry College (Women's tennis) 2:00
JSCI at Alabama-Birmingham (Baseball)2:00
Shorter Invitational (Men's tennis)

Gulf South Conference Standings
Eastern Division
Overall
Jax State
17-4
Troy State
12-6-2
Valdosta State
19-12
West Georgia
14-8
Western Division
O~erall
Nol-tll Alabama
25-4-1
Livingston
17-7
Delta State
18-10
Tennessee-Mart in
14-7-1
Mississippi College
10-9

We're your video rental
*TOP GUN *STAND BY ME
headquarters! YOU won't
*TOUGH GUYS @THEFLY
rl~~-lll~llll~ll~-~IIIll..
find a better selection of
*SPRING FLING *
BRING THIS COUPON IN AND
first run feature films...
RENT A VCR FOR ONLY
1 $9.95/week !
anywhere!
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Intramural Standings
,JAX DIVISION

Tennis

Hrew Crew
Private Stock
Boilermakers

Lady Gamecocks

S'FATE DIVISION
Pi Kapps of Boozer

AT0 Lil Sis
Kappa Sig Lil Sis
Ladies of Omega
Delta Chi Lil Sis

Intramural Softball Schedule
April 2 3:00
4:OO
5 :OO

April 6 3:00
4:OO
5 :OO

April 7 3:00

April 8 3:00
4:OO
5:OO

AT0 Lil Sis
Nads
Hooters
Brew Crew
Pi Kapp "B"
The Athletes
Sigma Nu
Alpha Tau Omega
JSU Staff

vs.

Private Stock
KA Lil Sis
Hooters
Huts Gang
Delta Chi
Kappa Alpha
JSU Staff
Delta Chi
Pi Sigma Chi

vs.

VS.
VS.
VS.
VS.

VS.

vs .
VS.
VS.

VS.
VS.
VS.

VS.
VS.
VS.

vs.
vs.

The Athletes
Delta Chi Lil Sis
Pi Sigma Chi
Goobs
Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Chi
Members Only
Ladies of Omega
~ p
Pi ~ a Lil Sis

VS.
VS.
VS.

Ballers
Members Only
BCM
Pi Kappa Phi
Kappa Alpha
Kappa Sigma
Alpha Tau Omega
Kappa Alpha
Kappa Sigma

vs.
vs.

vs .
vs .
vs .
vs.
vs.
VS.

vs.
VS.

vs.
YS.
VS.

V S.

VS.

,

(Continued From Page 20)
The W i d pairing of Abbott and
Harley won a three-set match, 4-6,64. 6-3.
Troy State was the next opponent.
Against Troy, the doubles matches
were played first, and for a change
the Gamecocks won all three contests. The top team of Ragan and
Nix won 6-2, 6-3. Second seeded
Crump and McCluskey posted a 6-4,
4-6,6-2victory. And the third team of
Abbott and Harley also won, by the
scores of 6-4, 2-6, 6-4.
The Gamecocks needed only two
wins in the next six matches to
defeat Troy. However, the Trojans
had another thing in mind.
TSU swept all six singles contests,
but the Gamecocks did not go
without a fight. Jim Ragan, Chris
Gnunp. and Les Abbott each lost in
straight sets, but the other three
matches went three-sets.
Keith Nix lost a three-set match 16 6-4 6-1 aq did Rnh McCluskey. as
he fell 6-3, 3-6, 6-3. Number three
player Greg Harley played a fine
match, but he lost 1-6,6-4, 6-7. Once
again the Gamecocks had come
close, but still they were defeated.
Valdosta State, the defending
conference champion, waxed the
Jaxmen by the score of 7-2. The lone
JSU points came in singles. Number
three man Greg Harley continued
his fine play by winning 6-2, 6-4.

Number six player Bob McCluskey
collected the other JSU point, as he
won 7-5, 4-6, 6-3.
Once again, the 5-4 jinx hit the
Gamecocks, a s the team lost
another heartbreaker, this time to
Samford. Jim Ragan started things
off for JSU with a 6-2, 6-7, 6-0 win at
number one singles. Samford
collected the next three singles
spots. Each match went three sets,
but the Bulldogs were too tough. Les
Abbott won at number five, 0-6,6-4,
6-4, and final seed Bob McCluskey
also triumphed scoring 6-4, 3-6, 6-3.
The match was tied at 3-3 entering
doubles play.
The third team of Harley - Abbott
won a third set tiebreaker and
claimed a 2-6, 6-4, 7-6 win. But,
Samford won the other two matches,
and took the match 5-4.
The Lady Gamecocks are now 6-8
on the season, while the men are 511-1. The JSU women host West
Georgia today st 3 p.m.
This weekend they participate in
the GSC Invitational, which will be
held at JSU. Monday, the Lady
Gamecocks travel to play Eerry
College. The men also travel to
Berry next Monday, and they will
also take part in the Shorter Hawk
Invitational, which opens play next
Wednesday.

Delta Chi Lil Sis
Boilermakers
Ballers
AT0 "B"
Explorers
Goobs
Kappa Sigma
Kappa Alpha
BCM
Pi Kapps ~fBocxzeir
AT0 Lil §is
Goobs
Pi Kapp "C"
Pi Kappa Phi
Kappa Sigma
The Athletes
Alpha Tau Omega
Pi Kappa Phi
Hooters
Kappa Sig Lil Sis
Kappa Alpha
BCM
Sigma Nu
Kappa Sigma
Huts Gang
K A Lil Sis
BCM
The Athletes
Pi Kapp "C"
Hooters
Alpha Tarr Omega
Sigma Nu
Pi Sigma Chi
Pi Kappa Phi
Sigma Nu
Pi Sigma Chi

"A Real S h a d y Deal"
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